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We are our own Pall Bearers 
& our worst enemies!   
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YOU MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!  



Bottomline, everything I share 
with you today, will only work with 
belief in your product and a whole 
lot of!!. 

 



1.    Why is Prospecting Important 

2.    Where to Find Prospects 

3.    What to Take on a Prospecting Call 

Three Most Important Discussion 
Points about Prospecting 

 

Prospecting 101  Basic Tips & Techniques  



Prospecting is Building Relationships 
Through a Series of Activities 

Including but not limited too: 
o Phone Calls    
o Visits 
o US Mail 
o E-Mail 
o Social Networking 
o Fax 
o Community Events 



Sure you can read lots of 
books but honestly…  
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!  I Get Paid For It. 
!  We’re a Sales organization not a Service company 
!  My current accounts are my competitor’s prospects. 
!  My business will be out of business without new business 
!  I’m building my Franchise.  That’s job security ! 
!  I have the right to discuss my products and services with 

all eligible prospects.   
!  There are lots of businesses in my territory,   
!       I run  blank Accounts? 
…Opportunity knocks.  Here I go !!! 
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  Automobile   Entertainment   Medical 
  Apparel/Clothing   Furniture    Mortgage 
  Consumer Electronics   Grocery    Optical 
  Computer Equipment   Hair    Pets 
  Dental    Home Improvement   Real Estate 
  Employment   Home Services   Restaurants 
  Fast Food    Insurance    Schools 
  Financial Services   Legal Services   Travel  
  Fitness!

   
 
•    Commodity Products & Services with high “Human Need” factor 
 
•    High propensity to buy print advertising & do well as a result 

•    High probability of securing appointment  
•    Short sales cycle, quick buying decisions, 1-3 call close.  
 

    

 

Top 25 Business to Consumer Segments  

are Likely Buyers!.Fish where the fish are!  
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! Newspapers 
! Yellow Pages 
! Coupon Mailers 
! Shoppers 
! Rack Publications 
! Direct Mail 
! Trade Magazines 

Prospects who 
advertise in these 
vehicles believe in 
Print media! 

Pre-Qualified 
Prospects or Warm 
Leads  



Road Blocks to Prospecting& 

Is it Procrastination or Call 
Reluctance? 

Let’s Identify the Differences 
 
 



Procrastination 
Prospecting Road Blocks….cont 

"  Doing paperwork that can wait 

"  Wasting time talking rather than doing 

"  Organizing and planning to prospect 

"  Having lunch, dinner, coffee, with a friend 
or co-worker! 

 

“Choosing to Do Something 
other than Prospect” 

 



Prospecting Road Blocks….cont 
Call Reluctance 

“Not Doing Something like 
Prospecting Because Your Afraid” 

!  Not sure where to begin to find qualified prospects 
!  Not sure how to get to the decision maker 
!  Yes you heard it here first, “The building or the 

decision maker looks scary” 
!  Not prepared for the call with the proper tools! 
!  You don’t have a reason to be there or good OSC 
!  Not sure what product your selling or you don’t 

have enough product knowledge! 

 



Yes, “the Old 
School Way” of 
Thinking 

#  YES Prospecting is a 
numbers game!  

# YES call on 50 prospects a 
day and someone will buy!  

#  YES get out there, pound 
the streets and turnover 
some rocks. 

#  YES set up appointments 
with at least 10 accounts a 
day! 

# YES you can use the 
phone, and YES you can use 
a script whether in your head 
or on paper!  

What works today! 



You really need to 
be prepared to 
sell!  

$ Do you have good OSC 

$ Are you ready and prepared 
to sell every time you call on 
a business?  

$  Did you get to the right 
decision maker? 

$ Did you plan your day and 
prospect  with good time 
management? 

$  Did you prepare yourself 
with what you want to say to 
the decision maker? 

But with that said! 
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!!

• Who are you? 

•  Why are you visiting 
my store today? 

•  What’s in it for me?  

Get to the Point... In person tell your 
Prospect what they want to Know!.. 



!!
" Who are you? 

"  Why are you calling  

"   What’s in it for me 

What does that mean?  

Get to the Point If your on the phone tell 
your Prospect what they want to Know!.. 
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Introduction 

Purpose for the Call 

Benefit Statement  

Make sure you have an Introduction! 
 
Find out who the decision  maker is to 
qualify the prospect! 
 
Have a purpose for the call! 
   
Give the prospect a reason to listen to 
your presentation! 
 

 

 

 

Gain License to Proceed! 

Decision Maker 
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Hello, my name is Elaine….and I could use your 
help. 

I’ve got some important information about 
advertising.  Who should I send it to?   

Gate Keeper: Oh, that’s Mary Smith…. 

Is she the person who decides on this type of thing? 

……and what is Mary’s title?  Thank you. 

……and the best time to reach her?  Thank you 

…....is she in now ? 

I really appreciate your help.  What was your 
name? Thank you Susan .  
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My name is Tom with ShoppersRUS……the weekly shopping 
publication that’s direct mailed to every household in your 
area. 

I’m calling to see if I can help you generate some new 
customers through direct mail.   

I’d like to show you what we do for other __________ in your 
area. 

I’m very experienced at what I do…and I make lots of money 
for my customers. 

Would you be willing to see me for a few minutes?  I promise 
to be short and to the point.  

How about next ________ morning or _______afternoon?  
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Introduction 

Purpose for the Call 

Benefit Statement  

My name is Dan with ShoppersRUs 
! a weekly publication direct 
mailed to every household. 
Are you the person that is 
responsible for the advertising? 
Great. 
I’m calling to discuss the many 
ways we can bring you new 
customers to generate more 
business!   
If you have a few minutes I will 
show you how we are helping 
businesses just like yours with the 
ShopperRUs in both in print and 
online! 
 

 

 

 

Gain License to Proceed! 

Decision Maker 
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Introduction 

Purpose for the call 

Why should I call 
back? 

Hello! 
My name is Dan with 
ShoppersRUs! a weekly 
publication direct mailed to every 
household. 
I’m calling to discuss the many 
ways we bring in new customers to 
generate more business!   
I’d like to share with you what we do 
for other businesses similar to 
yours in our publication 
Please return my call today or at 
your earliest convenience at ??????  
Thanks, and I look forward to your 
call. 
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• No thanks 

• Not interested 

• We don’t advertise 

• I spent my budget 

4 Most Common Responses: 

Where do I go from here ? 



The Answer to Prospecting Road Blocks… 

Good  
Opening Sales Conversation O.S.C. 

Techniques 
 
 
 

Let’s Discuss the How’s and 
Why’s of Good OSC after  

F.A.B! 

 



Presenting and Recommending  (F.A.B.) 

A Benefit describes how a feature  
and advantage meets the expressed need of the 
customer: 
The Pencil has lead, which means it can be sharpened, 
making it more cost effective, and saving you money!  

The SO WHAT Theory… 

 A Feature describes a characteristic 
 of a product or service: 
A Pencil has lead 

 An Advantage describes a  
feature can be used or what it does: 
The Pencil can be sharpened 

 



 
 
 
 
 

Most Common Features of Free 
Papers 

Let’s Discover Some 
Features of Your 
Product Together 



5 Key Advantage Words 

1. Targeting 
2.  Saturation 
3.  Readership 
4.  Reliability 
5.  Flexibility  
 



The Definitions of these Words 

Targeting = The ability to advertise to the most 
profitable buying segment! 

 
Saturation = The ability to reach ALL of the 

households in targeted buying segment! 
 
Readership = The ability to advertise in a medium 

that is welcomed and accepted in the home! 
 
Reliability = The ability to place an advertising 

message, when and where it’s needed to be 
there! 

 
Flexibility =The ability of a medium to provide a 

wide range of products, services, and rates to 
meet an advertiser’s needs! 



Now, it’s Your Turn….. 

•  Targeting  _________________ 
•  Saturation  _________________   
•  Readership  _________________ 
•  Reliability  _________________ 
•  Flexibility  _________________ 

Simply write the Supporting Features 
that correspond with your paper: 

 



Now, let’s not forget BENEFITS! 

Here are some common Benefits or 
NEEDS of our Accounts! 

 

•  Targeting   Zones    More Cost Effective Ads 
•  Saturation  It’s Free   Community Awareness 
•  Readership  Variety of Ads  Lots of Foot Traffic 
•  Reliability  Direct Mail   Guaranteed Delivery  
•  Flexibility  Change Ad/Sizes  Fits budget and Marketing needs 

Advantage
  

Feature
  

Benefit 



Who Will Testify on Your Behalf ? 

This is the  single most Powerful Prospecting 
Tool and also the most wasted & 

underutilized  

Testimonials 



Opening Sales Conversation  (OSC) 

 
 

 
 

1.  What Makes Effective OSC 
2.  Why is OSC Important 
3.  Some OSC Approaches  

3 Important Discussion 
Points of OSC 
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“Inspiring Dreams, Realizing Potential” 



Hello  Carol 
Let us do your prospecting for you. 
I make lots of money for my 
customers.  Can we visit for just 15 
minutes?   
                                              Elaine 

The Introduction!.  



Hello Jim, 
Just like  I handed you this card, 
we put your message  into the hands 
of your potential buyers every week!   
Can we visit for just 15 minutes  so 
I can show you how?                                            

Or better yet!   
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The Questioning Process / Probing for Needs 

Our Main 
Objective is to 

start with…  
Open Ended 
Questions 

  

 

move to more specific… 
Closed Ended 
Questions! 

 

Uncover Needs 
 



Definitions: 

Make a general need 
important enough for 

the Customer to want to 
fix it. 

Allow for a broad 
response. Remember to 

ask “How and What” 

 

Open Ended 
Questions 

 

Closed Ended 
Questions 

Calls for a more 
specific answer to 

clarify needs. 

 

Needs 

 



       Probing for Your Prospect’s Needs  
Asking Open Ended Questions helps us 

learn more about our prospects! 

 Probe for needs in these areas: 
A. Themselves 
B. Current advertising 
C. Their customers 
D. Their competition 
E.  Products / Services 
F.   Location 

 
Yes it is all about them! Not you, 

 or your publication! 
 
 



The Questioning Process… 

Let’s look closer at 
these Questions: 
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Direct FAB 
 to 

 these Needs! 

 
Needs! 

Start with  
Open-Ended 

Lead to 
Closed-
Ended 



Handling Objection / Competitors 

"  First understand who/what they are and 
what they do! 
"  Identify their strengths and weaknesses 
in comparison to yours! 
"  Learn what they have to offer and make 
sure it is real and not a customer/rep 
perception! 
"  Understand how your product strengths 
can compete by remembering that!.. 

 
 

Rules:  When Selling Against 
Competitors! 
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Targeting Saturation Reliability Flexibility Readership 

Subscription 
Newspapers 

 

Yellow 
Pages 

Electronic 
Media 

Direct 
Mailers 

Free Papers 



Targeting Saturation Reliability Flexibility Readership 

Subscription 
Newspapers 

 

Yellow 
Pages 

Electronic 
Media 

Direct 
Mailers 

 

Look at the Glaring Weakness ! 



Do you have the best of all Worlds 
 Vs.  your Competitors ? 

5 Key 
Words Targeting Saturation Reliability Flexibility Readership 

Free Papers 

How does your Paper stack up? 
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Handling Objections & Buyer Perceptions 

Say Hello to your Favorite Nightmare Customer! 
 

Johnny’s TV 
•   You had a great OSC 
•   He answered all your questions 
•   You proceed to present your product 

 He buys….right? 
 

 No Way!  He has Objections. 

 Your Mission:  Write down at least 5 
of his objections! 



Handling Objections & Buyer Perceptions 

1.  What are the 2 categories of Objections 
2.  What is the key element of HO’s 
3.  What is the basic method for HO’s  

 
  

 
  

 3 Most Important Discussion 
Points of H.O’s 

What are the differences between 
Conditions and Objections ? 
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Common Objections….& 

Let’s look at Johnny’s 
Top 5 Objections 
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Believe in your Publication! 

If time permits 



Ask for the Order 
 
 

The Key 
Elements of the 

Close  

 1. Correct Timing 

 

2. Recognize Buying 
Signals 

3. Ask for the Order 
4. Positive Attitude 

 



Ask for the Order/Closing the Sale 
Why Customers say either 

YES or NO  
when you Ask Them to Buy 

$  It’s not the Questions you ask  
$  Nor the Closing Technique you use 

So, What’s the Secret ? 

It’s all the things you said or did 
before you Ask for the Order! 

If they have a need / ability, you must have 
the courage to ASK FOR THE ORDER 

 



Ask for the Order  (Descriptive Words that Assist in the Close) 
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One Word = WHY? 
 

WORDS THAT GENERATE SALES 

AMAZING  &  STARTLING   

“Our Publication will save you money with our new advertising programs.   
Your business will be healthy & safe and you will discover proven results.  
 I guarantee that you will love the easy way we can improve your business!” 

 

12 WORDS TO ADD TO THE SALE! 



Ask for the Order / Final Analysis 

!        
It’s Simply the Last Step 
in a Well Organized & 

Well Presented 
Sales Story 

Closing the 
Sale is not a 

Mystery 

Sales Story 
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It’s one of the simplest and most compelling sales tools 
you’ll ever use! 
1.  Take your local edition, one from a recent busy period 

(November/Holiday or May/Mother’s Day for example). It 
should be one with a great ad assortment. 

2.  Use small round stickers – bright colored so they stand 
out but light enough to write on. 

3.  Place stickers on ads in the paper and write the number 
of years the advertiser has been running with you. It 
doesn’t have to be consecutively, just when the 
advertiser started. 

4.  Done correctly, it will be a colorful, page-by-page graphic 
testimonial of your paper’s readership and success at 
producing results through the years.  
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